LOOKING FOR A PERIMETER WALL THAT IS COST-EFFECTIVE, EASY TO INSTALL, AND GUARANTEED TO LAST? YOU WANT TO BE LOOKING AT INTEGRATED WALL SYSTEMS. From decorative pool surrounds to highway sound barriers, our modular approach to building the finest walls is easy on the eyes, the budget - and the environment. Panels and posts strong enough to stand up to hurricane force winds. Light enough to be erected in a fraction of the time as the competition’s walls – and durable enough to withstand the test of time. At Integrated Wall Systems, we build a better wall; you can, too.
RESIDENTIAL
Privacy doesn’t have to be expensive. Integrated’s wall systems are so easy to install, you can do it yourself – and you can customize the finished product with features like wood, paint or stucco. All Integrated walls are internally receded to accept wiring for lighting effects, audio and security systems, and they all come with the same factory backed product warranty that our industrial-grade products carry. Tired of staining that fence year after year? Let Integrated Wall Systems help enhance the value of your home with a maintenance-free solution both you and your neighbors will love.

MUNICIPAL
You won’t have to sell an Integrated Wall System to your constituents; our walls sell themselves. Composite panel technology means better looking barriers that require 95% less concrete than the competition uses, giving Integrated the smallest environmental footprint in the industry. They’re re-usable, easily repairable and their sound dampening ability meets both Ministry of the Environment and Ministry of Transportation specifications. No more angry constituent calls about noisy bus terminals, roadways or factories: Just peace and quiet, for them – and for you.

COMMERCIAL
At Integrated Wall Systems, we know what today’s commercial buyer is looking for: Low-cost, high-performance perimeter barriers that can be installed quickly and easily – and come with all the engineering specifications needed to satisfy municipal and provincial obligations. Looking for an unscalable security wall? A sight barrier? A garbage enclosure? Want one that can be easily repaired, taken down and re-assembled somewhere else? Our walls have all of these features and more. Close it in securely, quickly and quietly – with an Integrated Wall System.

THE INTEGRATED ADVANTAGE
- **Light weight system:** No heavy equipment needed.
- **Do-It-Yourself:** No experience needed for installation.
- **Quality and durability:** Strong enough to withstand hurricane-force winds
- **Flexibility:** Modular construction allows for custom features and finishes
- **Quiet:** Meets MOE and MTO sound barrier specifications
- **Green:** Less concrete, smaller site disturbance and re-useable materials
- **Safe:** Panels are light, unscalable, and impact resistant
- **Canadian:** Integrated Wall Systems is owned and operated locally
Integrated Wall Systems are comprised of composite fibre cement sandwich panels supported by a unique post system that holds the wall securely while allowing for expansion and contraction caused by temperature changes and ground movement. The finished product is as strong as concrete but it won’t crack. Installation is a snap with post footings that can be hand-dug, eliminating the need for strip footings and foundations – and the modular system ensures close to zero waste, saving cost, minimizing site disturbance and reducing environmental impact.

Build a Better Wall.
Strong. Safe. Silent.

Get the security and sound reduction qualities of a concrete or brick wall at a fraction of the price. Innovative, cost-effective, versatile and stylish walls that will enhance the look and value of any property and come with one of the best factory-backed warranties in the business.

Whether you’re a home-owner or a property manager, a developer or a municipal official, you owe it to yourself to check out all the advantages our modular walls have to offer.